In this paper the classical kinetic theory of simple liquids developed by Bom & Green is generalized for liquid mixtures. Though the fundamental equations preserve many of the general features of those relating to simple liquids, emphasis is lstid on certain joints cha racteristic of a liquid mixture. In the expansion procedure, improvement has Ijeen made in the choice of parameters; the potentials of the external force fields are taken as para meters instead of the external forces in order that force diffusion should follow naturally. The hydrodynamics! equations for a liquid mixture follow after a set of relations between the observable quantities and those defined with respect to each component in the mixture have been obtained. These equations when compared with the corresponding ones for gas ■ mixtures reveal the peculiar complicated features of liquid mixtures.
While the kinetic theory of gases and solids has progressed a long way towards perfection, little has been done on the kinetic theory of liquids owing to the fact th at no simple assumptions are available as in the case of gases or solids. There are, however, quite a number of fragmentary theories devised for special purposes as summarized by Frenkel (1946) . Recently in a series of papers by Born & Green (1946 , 1947 , and'independently by Kirkwood (1946 Kirkwood ( , 1947 , a new attem pt ha been made towards a rigorous and systematic formulation of the kinetic theory of liquids. The essential feature of this theory is the introduction of multiple distribu tion functions which make possible the study of molecular clusters. Though a con venient basis has been set up, there remains mueh to be done to bring the theory nearer to the actual calculation of empirical constants from atomic, data. The present paper deals with the case of a liquid mixture, proceeding along much the same line as part II I of Bom & Green's paper. Fundamental equations of conserva tion for a molecular cluster are derived from Liouville's theorem in classical phase space. These equations are shown to reduce to the macroscopic hydrodynamical equations with the help of a set of relations between quantities actually observed in a liquid mixture and those defined with reference to the molecules of a particular kind in a mixture. Comparisons are made on several occasions with the example of a gas mixture, thus enabling the peculiar complicated features in a liquid mixture to be seen clearly.
In the expansion procedure, improvement has been made in the choice of physical parameters; the potentials of the molecules in the external force field instead of the external forces themselves are taken as parameters in order that force diffusion may follow naturally from the expanded equation of motion. An exact analogue of the theory of gas mixtures is obtained in the expanded equation of motion except that [ 471 ] 472 L. M. Yang the collision integrals in the gas theory are replaced by certain integrals involving the velocity-distribution functions of pairs of molecules, and th at there are additional •terms involving the potential pressures which are taken to be zero in the gas theory. A practical method of solution is discussed in § 6 which consists of modifying the assumption of binary encounters in the following manner. As one cannot expect to consider interactions of several molecules at a time, the expedient thing to do is to consider the motion of one molecule relative to another in an averaged field due to the presence of the others. This field is taken to be the same as if the fluid were in equilibrium. By this method the pair-distribution functions are expressed in terms of single-distribution functions, and a closed integral equation, which may be regarded as a generalization of Boltzmann's equation, is obtained. No numerical calculation is attempted in the present paper, as this will necessarily be a consider able task. General expressions for the coefficients of diffusion and viscosity obtained from quite general considerations are given in the last section.
Consider an assembly of two different kinds of molecules of total number N occupying a total volume V. Let Nv N2 be the numbers of molecules of the first and second kind respectively, and mx, m2 their molecular mass molecules, one can choose any hx of the first kind and any h special consideration.
Let the velocity of a molecule of the first kind a t the position be denoted by ll use x x and to denote all the position and velocity vectors of the hx molecules and x 2 and % 2 those of the h2 molecules. The volume elements IJ II d x d x \ fwill be denoted by dxh h and ff II by d%h h .
i=W= 1 1 * i= li= 1 1 * Next, multiple-distribution functions symmetrized with respect to molecules of the same kind will be defined. The distribution function nhihtt % iA jj (t, x 1} x 2) is defined such th at nhihidxhih% is the probability of finding the volume elements dx^... d x^ occupied by any hx molecules of the first kind and the volume elements dxl^... dx( 2% ) by any h2 molecules of the second kind simultaneously a t time t. Similarly / m , = / m^'xi 'x2'Si'52) is defined such th&t f hihdxhihd%h}h2 is the probability of finding the volume elements x^, d x^( i = 1,2,..., occupied by any molecules of the first kind with velocities in dEfp (i -1 ,2 ,...,^) occupied by any molecules of the second kind with velocities in %jP,dEfp(j = 1,2,..., h2) similtaneously a t time t. I t follows from the above definitions th a t of the first kind at x^1+1), d x^1+1) knowing th at dxhlhi is occupied by hx molecules of the first kind and h2 of the second kind, one has
N o t a t io n a n d d e f i n i t i o n s a )
Since the quotient represents the probability of finding a molecule ft2
(2) Kinetic theory of diffusion in gases and liquids. II Similarly, | A 1+i,aj^+1)^+ 1) = A lV By repeating the above process it can be shown that
When either, one of hx and h2 is zero and the other is one, single-index notation will be used, e.g. %0 a n d /01 will be replaced by nx an d resp ectiv ely . In accordance with the usual notation, nx and n2 are the number densities, a n d /x an d distribution functions of the two kinds of molecules normalized with respect to their number densities. The partial mass densities are px = mxnx and p2 = The total number and mass density are n -nx + n2 and = respectively.
F u n d a m e n t a l c o n s e r v a t io n e q u a t io n s
All fundamental conservation equations will be derived from Liouville's theorem in classical phase space of the system of molecules considered in § 2. Before deriving these equations a number of quantities pertaining to the set of molecules hx, h2 will be introduced; the Hamiltonian H(hv h2) for the set of molecules hv h2 is given by
where
|) is the potential energy of two molecules of the first kind, = (j>2( | xjP-xjP |) that of two molecules of the second kind and = ^(| x^-x^ |) that of two molecules of different kinds, it being assumed that the intermoleeular forces are central and depend only on the distances between the mass centres of the molecules. E{ f -E x(xx^) is the potential energy of a molecule of the first kin xj° in the external force field assumed to be conservative and = E 2{x^) that of a molecule of the second kind at x ( f .
The drift o ffN , Vj in phase space is governed by the Liouville's theorem |/ w v . =
where the square bracket [ ] is the classical Poisson bracket defined by By integrating both sides of (7) over the position and velocity co-ordinates of all the molecules except-the set hv h2, one obtains the equation of motion fo r fhlht
(9> where Fjfot1* «* 2 < f> x,hl+v> + 2 ^y,Al+1)> <=i
In the following i and k will be reserved for indicating quantities pertaining to the first kind of molecules, j and l for the second kind of molecules, and no mention will be made of the kind of molecules concerned.
Let (pi* = < px( t , x^, $°) be any molecular property of a molecule a t with velocit < p$may be a scalar, a vector or a tensor. Multiplying (9) by j. and inte grating over the velocities, we shall show th a t for <p^ = 1, ^ and the equation of continuity, of conservation of momentum and energy of the set h2 will follow.
For <px^ = 1, one obtains )>fh1h2\ (11) since F jj^1* and F j^1* are functions of position co-ordinates only, and the integrals involving these quantities can be transformed into vanishing surface integrals. If one defines u^A , by (12) with a similar definition for equation (11) 
which is the equation of continuity for the set hv is the average velocity of a molecule a t in the set hx, h2 whose positions are specified. By introducing the convective time derivative d/dt defined by equation (13) 
-j 2 i^r (»»,»,u( A ,u;o#,)+ S i j 3£j , . K lJlu^j,u g Al)!. (18) Combining (18) with (16), one obtains 
The interpretation of these equations is clear. Equation (24) gives the rate of change of the average velocity of a molecule in the set hv h2 whose positions are specified; apart from the external force acting on this molecule, there are the kinetic pressure force p£{k) • e^c*> defined in a similar manner as in gas theory, and the potential pressure force ~^(k) • etc., which consists of forces due to the rest of the set hv h2 whose positions are specified and the set (N± -(N2 -h2) whose tions are not specified.
One can interpret the pressure tensor even more naturally by considering the motion of a representative point in the 3(A1H-A2) dimensional phase space. Let x M j be a vector in the 3(AX + A2)-space whose components are (i = 1,2, ...,h x) and zip (j = 1,2, ...,h 2), Ghiha the momentum vector whose components are mxu^A , and m2 u j^, FA i A j the external force vector whose components are and F^, K AlAjthe kinetic pressure tensor whose components are K^t, K)(fAt, K j^t and
..,h 2)and similarly for L tensor is " "
One has then from (24)
which is an exact analogue of ordinary hydrodynamical equation except for the difference in the number of dimensions.
For (pi* = one obtains, using (17) where
defines the generalized temperature of a molecule a t xjj® in the set hv h2. W ith the help of (14) and (19), equation (28) can be transformed to the form
and is similarly defined.
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The external force which affects only the mass-motion velocity and the internal forces due to the rest of the set hlt h2 do not enter into (30) as one would expect. By strict analogy with the gas theory one sees that the vectors m g g , mg**, are together the generalized kinetic thermal energy flux connected with a molecule at in the set hv h2.
An equation similar to (30) can be written for the rate of change of T g At. To find the corresponding equation for the rate of change of the internal potential energy, ones writes for the internal potential energy of a molecule at in the set hv h2:
where the factor \ signifies that the mutual potential energy is shared by each pair.
Using (13) and (14), one has for the rate of change of / g Al
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The interpretation of (35) can be given in either of the two ways in which equation (24) has been interpreted. Each of i^g*. and qg$, consists of two parts,' the kinetic and the potential part, while the terms 2 / Kg^,: g^^uga, | » e^c-> represent the dissipation of mechanical energy into heat due to internal friction.
L. M. Yang 4 . R e d u c t i o n o p t h e m o l e c u l a r c o n s e r v a t io n e q u a t i o n s TO ORDINARY HYDRODYNAMICAL EQUATIONS
In an assembly consisting of only one kind of molecules, the generalized definitions of the kinetic pressure, the temperature and the thermal flux reduce for = 1 in each case to their respective ordinary definitions. This is not so in a mixture where the generalized definitions of the above quantities reduce for hx = 1, = 0 to quan tities referring to the first kind of molcules only, which cannot be directly observed. W hat one directly observes in a mixture, instead of the above-mentioned quantities, are the average properties contributed by a small group of molecules of various types in a small but finite time interval. Nevertheless, it is possible to find simple con nexions between the two sets of quantities so that* either of them can be expressed in terms of the other.
There are two different average velocities in a mixture: the directly observable mass velocity u relative to which the peculiar velocities (or thermal velocities) of the various types of molecules, and therefore the kinetic pressure, temperature and thermal flux in a mixture are defined, and the number velocity u n used in connexion with the transport of molecular properties Kx and m x are the partial kinetic pressure and the thermal flux of the molecules of the first kind, and Tx the partial temperature such th a t \kT x is the average heat energy for each degree of freedom of a molecule of the first kind. K2, m 2 and T2 have similar meanings for the second kind of molecules.
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On the other hand, one obtains from (20), (29) and (31) 
With these relations between K, T, m and K10, T10, m 10, etc., it can be shown th at the conservation equations (13), (24) and (30) reduce for 1, 0 or -0, h2 = 1 to equations similar in form to the corresponding equations in a gas mixture (Chapman & Cowling 1939) 
W ij stands for w11(xjL 1),x^1), <) and ug. is the average velocity of a molecule of the first kind at x( x x) in the presence of a molecule of the second kind at x^\ To compare the equations in (44) with the corresponding equations in the theory of gas mixtures, one notices th at the part played by the divergence of the partial pressure corresponds to the rate of change of momentum of a molecule in a gas mixture due to collisions with other molecules. The condition that the total momen tum of the molecules in a small volume element be unaltered by collisions among
them-a consequence of binary encounter and the hypothesis of molecular chaosis no longer satisfied in the general case, but the rate of change of momentum is represented by the quantity
which does not vanish owing to the interaction of a large number of molecules other than those under immediate consideration.
Similarly, the part played in the potential transport of thermal energy corresponds to the rate of change of the thermal energy of a given molecule due to collisions with other molecules. The condition th at the total energy of the molecules in a small volume element be unaltered by collisions among them-again the consequence of binary encounters and the hypothesis of molecular chaos-is no longer satisfied in the general case, but the rate of change of thermal energy is represented by the quantity ( / ? \ 0 which does vanish owing to the interaction of a large number of molecules other than those a t the point considered.
E x p a n s i o n o p t h e e q u a t i o n o p m o t io n
The equation of motion (9) as it stands possesses solutions far too general for our purpose. Following Born & Green, we shall in the following expand equation (9) in powers of the gradients of certain physical parameters describing the macroscopic state of a liquid mixture. Improvement has been made on the choice of parameters; the potential energies of the two types of molecules in the external force field (Elt E 2), instead of the external forces (Fls F 2), are taken to be on equal footing with the partial densities, the temperature and the mass-motion velocity, in order th a t the force diffusion should follow naturally after expansion.
The normal solution which we require deviates but slightly from the equilibrium solution and therefore can be separated into parts f hi h a f h t ht "b fhi hi fhx d* • such th a t fht h2, the zeroth approximation to f hi ha, is th a t equilibrium solution for a homogeneous fluid with properly chosen constant parameters which fits best the real f hih% in the region considered, the difference of the first approximation to f hlha from f h f a ii s the correction for a non-uniform fluid with properly chosen constant gradients of the parameters to fit the re a l/Aiftj, etc. A natural and convenient basis for choosing the values of these parameters and their gradients is to identify them with the values a t the centre of gravity of the set hv Hence we postulate fh\h% ^hi Aj 92A 0A,0A* 'dxdx'dx dx = -^A1ftt + -^ft1ftl + -^A1A a+ •••> (47) where the capital Fhihi is to denote the new functional dependence. F \iht does not involve any gradients, F'hihi involves gradients of the first order and first degree, involves gradients of the second order and first degree and also gradients of the first order to the second degree, etc.; A*, dXj/dx, 02A?/0x8x, etc. (I = 1,2, ...,8) represent the values of nv n2, u, T, E v E 2 and their space gradients of all orders a t the mass centre x = ^2 wi x^+ S m2x^j j(h1m1+ h2m
tities T^k\ and are the distances between molecules, defined by -x^& )-x^, = x^-x^ and sW) = x^-x^. That the dependence o n x j0, x^o f Fhih%, appears in the combinations r^°, sW) is suggested by the fact th at intermolecular forces can be represented as functions of the djstancO between the mass centres of the pair of molecules (at least for mono-atomic substances). As a consequence, one has
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(4 8 )
The dependence of Fhlhi on x and t is implicit in dXJdx, etc. As Xt involves u, the dependence of Fhiht on and can be made in terms of = u and y f = %^-u .
The above considerations hold as well for all quantities derivable from Fhiht,snch as Khlha, Ujg*, T$lht, K$j®^, etc. (A capital letter is used in each case to indicate its new functional dependence.) Also their space gradients and time derivatives may be expanded in a similar way provided 0A ,/0A A° dt " V& / + 3AA" + I t may be mentioned here th a t since Fhiht, nhlhl, etc., depend on A? a t the mass centre of the set hv h2, whenever they are integrated over the co-ordinates of one or more of the molecules in the set hlt h2, they should be expanded inside the integral with respect to the new mass centre of the reduced set, e.g.
where dx M + m x (x^i+D _ x ), j f _ h1m1 + (52) the curly bracket { } is used to indicate th a t quantities inside it depend on Aj a t the new mass centre after integration. W ith these remarks about the method of expansion, we can start to expand equa tion (9). The equation of motion for F%lha is i m M + w ( h M , n ,* j+ wuj] < jx?>+w *+,)
since the (0Aj/0£)'s in (44) 
One sees here th a t N^lhi can only depend on r^fc), sW), T, nx and w2 but not on u, as a constant motion of the whole assembly can obviously have no effect on N°hxh .
By means of (50) 
(n k r+ ir A /)
The last three equations in (61) will be proved presently. I t has to be pointed out th at Lg is not the whole of the partial potential pressure to the zeroth order but only part of it, the divergence of the rest, which is chiefly responsible for mutual diffusion in non-uniform fluids, isf{Wtf} ~d s . This does not vanish because N'n is not symmetric with respect to the different molecules concerned. The sum (N'n+ N'h) is, however, symmetric with respect to the two molecules concerned, hence ds and L° does not contain terms of this type.
With the help of (60), one can investigate ( I **.*.)> .( a " 8 *)* and { h T^)°t o the zeroth order by expanding (13), (24) 
Multiplying (63) Combining the above results and rearranging terms, one obtains
t a n * ., e n*. 3T + *T
G2 1 S M k T j h\ h%
= n * j + / / [ f w { n +i* .+ d i-s^^n^* . } ] *^i+" '*s*,+i> 0 0 where G x = S G2 = S ® -% 5-a n < i bis the symmetrical,
The right-hand side of the above equation after substituting the known solutions of F% and F\i, and performing integration, becomes
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Combining (73) and (74), one has -F iliP af1 . 1 / 1 d^i * d£a\) ni P l/0! h T \px 0% p2 / j 1 * 0x
F2 Fi . where a = ------is the difference of acceleration of the two kinds of molecules in m2 mx the external field.
A similar equation can by symmetry be written down for F'02, F jx and F\. Equation (75) is an exact analogue of the corresponding equation in gas theory (cf. Chapman & Cowling 1939) . Though (75) is successful in expressing the rate of change of f x in terms of / 20 and f h corresponding to the collision integral in the gas theory, yet in contrast to the latter where the statistical effect of the predominant mechanism of interaction (binary encounters) has been explicitly taken into account, it has only formal value as it stands. However, there are two possible ways of solving the problem. The first is to proceed to equations containing more than two molecules in the set hv h2 and use approximations similar to Kirkwood's approximation to the triple distribution function in terms of the pair distribution functions, thus obtaining closed equations; but the complications that arise for a mixture are likely to be considerable. The second and much more practical way of approach consists in modifying the binary encounter in a manner to be explained in the following section. 6
D i s c u s s io n o f t h e m e t h o d o f s o l u t io n
The assumption of binary encounters to which the whole theory of gases owes its extensive development loses its validity as the density increases. In the liquid region, more refined considerations than the binary encounter assumption have to be introduced; as the consideration of multiple encounter is impracticable if not im possible, we propose here to modify the binary encounter assumption so as to take into account the influence of the presence of the other molecules. We assume that it is possible to account for the average relative trajectory of a pair of molecules in a liquid during a period of intense interaction with each other by means of an apparent potential between the pair. This assumption is suggested in the equi librium state by the fact that the equilibrium pair distribution function f % 0 can be written in the form / 2 0 = = e-W*r , which serves to define the apparent potential 0*. From this equation, one sees th a t the distribution function n\Q is attributable to an apparent potential < J)* between the pair which is independent of their velocities. From (55) The trajectory thus calculated with th e7use of <j)* would represent the average relative trajectory of the pair in the presence of the other molecules in the equi librium state for each configuration of approach specified by the impact parameter b and the relative velocity g -| ? i2 ) -| • Though in the non-equilibrium state, the distortion of the distribution function may give rise to modifications of the apparent potential < j> *, we shall, as a first approximation, use the <p* defined above to calculate the average trajectory of a pair in a non-equilibrium fluid.
The use of <fi* enables one to reduce a many-body problem to a two-body problem in an approximate manner. The right-hand side of (75) can now be transformed, the typical integral being of the form The integration over r x needs only to extend over a sphere of influence of radius -R0,within which < j> * is appreciable. We shall first express/20 in terms of a product of tw o /i's for the two molecules concerned. At time t let the velocity of a molecule a t Xj1^ be and th a t of a molecule a t x£2) be Using <pf, one can calculate the tra jectory of a molecule a t x^2) within the sphere of influence relative to the one a t Xj1* for every given relative velocity g = ?i2) -I n particular, one can calculate the position and velocity co-ordinates x^', xjj®', and ^i2V of the pair a t time t', when they last approached within distance R0 of each other, as functions of r l5 ^ and ^i2>. (In fact, only the velocities and TE^' a t t' as functions of x^, and ^2) are required, as will be seen presently.)
One can then write as the limiting form o f/20 /20& xi2)> 5P, Si2)) = /«>(*'. xi2>', fi1*', &2)') = x p , 5 P ) f x{t\ x f ', fi2)').
The first equality holds because by using < j)x, etc., Liouville's theorem may be assumed to hold for the pfiir, and the second equality follows from an application of the law of probability governing independent events. Each of the s on the right-hand side of the above equation can be expanded in the manner The first term of f\{ t\ x p , 5P ) /?(*', x p , ^P ) which equals / §"(*, xP , xP, $P, g 2*) has already been taken into account in (74) in a different manner. For the factor {Fg0} in (75), one has then { * i i = J^A . ) J ; ( v^A , , | i ) + ( 7 6 ) where v p = ff> -u(xP ), v p = &2>'-u(xP)and the A/sand 0A?/0x's always refer to the value a t x P as indicated by the curly bracket. The right-hand side of (75) now becomes
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where v p = § p~u (x P ) and v p m § p -u(xP) are functions of s, £P and £P calculated from an apparent potential xjr* between a pair of different molecules in the same maimer in which ^P and £ p are obtained. A closed integral equation for F x is thus obtained. Instead needs only to find its first and second moments in the velocity for the purpose of calculating the coefficients of diffusion and viscosity. The problem now consists in first finding the apparent potentials <f>f, \Jr*, etc., then calculating the trajectory and expressing £ p , ^P as functions of r x, £P, £P and £ p , £ P as functions of s, £P, £P, and finally solving the integral equation (75) with its right-hand side replaced by (75'). In this way, one can regard (75) as a generalization to Boltzmann's equation in gas theory. The solution of this integral equation remains to be completed.
G e n e r a l e x p r e s s i o n s f o r t h e c o e f f ic ie n t s o f o r d in a r y a n d t h e r m a l DIFFUSION AND OF VISCOSITY IN LIQUID MIXTURES
The quantities required for calculating the coefficients of ordinary and thermal diffusion are F[ and F 2, those for calculating the coefficient of viscosity are F [, N 2q, N'xj , etc . From quite general considerations the form of the above quantities can be determined. 
which require th a t any further correction to the velocity distribution F \ and F% shall not alter the values of the local parameters A*. (For the present purpose, the presence of an external force field will not be considered.) Hence F[ and F 2 must be of the form 
where the ^'s are functions of vlt nx, n2 and T, the and » ~ dyx + m2 Iq>'£)v\dy2 = 0 (i = 1,2,3).
Next consider N 20: it is linear in dXJdx, even in r x and satisfies f -0.
Hence it must be of the form 
where s2 = -s x. W ith these general expressions in hand, it is easy to find the coefficients of diffusion and viscosity in terms of them. Consider diffusion first: the mutual diffusion velocity is C W C W
As the coefficients of diffusion are measured under constant pressure, it is convenient first to transform the gradients dnjdx, dn2 and expressions of F[ and F 2 to dcjdx, dp/dx and dTjdx of the present paper with p given by P° in (61). Thus 
